MULTI-PASS WETBACK

FIRETUBE BOILERS

Designed for Maximum Efficiency, Reliability and Durability in Today’s Most Demanding Environments.
**WICHITA**
- 2-Pass wetback design with davited rear furnace access* (On models 800 BoHP and larger)
- Pressures from 15-300 psi steam & 30-160 psi hot water
- Sizes from 200-2,500 BoHP
- Generous furnace volume for low heat releases & simple ultra low NOx compliance
- All X-ID® tubes for high efficiency & compact footprint

**SEMINOLE**
- 3-Pass wetback design
- Pressures from 15-300 psi steam & 30-160 psi hot water
- Sizes from 50-2,400 BoHP
- Capable of burning fuels such as syngas, digester gas, hydrogen, bio-diesel, & heavy-oil
- Higher efficiency design

**SUPER SEMINOLE**
- 3-Pass wetback design
- Pressures from 15-300 psi steam & 30-160 psi hot water
- Sizes from 50-2,400 BoHP
- Generous furnace volume for low heat releases & simple ultra low NOx compliance
- Highest efficiency model with X-ID® tubes

**MOHICAN**
- 4-Pass wetback design
- Pressures from 15-300 psi steam & 30-160 psi hot water
- Sizes from 50-1,500 BoHP
- Generous furnace volume for low heat releases & simple ultra low NOx compliance
- Capable of burning fuels such as syngas, digester gas, hydrogen, bio-diesel, & heavy-oil
- Highest efficiency model with all smooth tubes

Superior Boiler leads the way in the design and manufacture of industrial and commercial boilers for all market segments. With over 100 years’ experience in the industry, our customers don’t just trust what we build, they trust the people who build them. Complete boiler systems built to exacting standards, made in the USA, and installed throughout the world.